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Willis Towers Watson Forward Looking Statements
This document contains “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. You can identify these statements and other 
forward-looking statements in this document by words such as “may”, “will”, “would”, “expect”, “anticipate”, “believe”, “estimate”, “plan”, “intend”, “continue”, or similar words, 
expressions or the negative of such terms or other comparable terminology. These statements include, but are not limited to, the benefits of the business combination 
transaction involving Towers Watson and Willis, including the combined company’s future financial and operating results, plans, objectives, expectations and intentions and 
other statements that are not historical facts. Such statements are based upon the current beliefs and expectations of Willis Towers Watson’s management and are subject to 
significant risks and uncertainties. Actual results may differ from those set forth in the forward-looking statements. All forward-looking disclosure is speculative by its nature.

There are important risks, uncertainties, events and factors that could cause our actual results or performance to differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements 
contained herein, including the following: changes in general economic, business and political conditions, including changes in the financial markets; consolidation in or 
conditions affecting the industries in which the company operates; any changes in the regulatory environment in which the company operates; the ability to successfully 
manage ongoing organizational changes; the ability of the company to successfully integrate the Towers Watson, Gras Savoye and Willis businesses, operations and 
employees, and realize anticipated growth, synergies and cost savings; the potential impact of the Willis Towers Watson merger on relationships, including with employees, 
suppliers, clients and competitors; significant competition that the company faces and the potential for loss of market share and/or profitability; compliance with extensive 
government regulation; the company’s ability to make divestitures or acquisitions and its ability to integrate or manage such acquired businesses; expectations, intentions 
and outcomes relating to outstanding litigation; the risk the Stanford litigation settlement will not be approved, the risk that the Stanford bar order may be challenged in other 
jurisdictions, and the risk that the charge related to the Stanford settlement may not be deductible; the risk of material ad verse outcomes on existing litigation matters, 
including without limitation the Stanford litigation; the diversion of time and attention of the company's management team while the merger and other acquisitions are being 
integrated; doing business internationally, including the impact of exchange rates; the potential impact of the UK vote in favor of the UK leaving the European Union; the 
federal income tax consequences of the merger and the enactment of additional state, federal, and/or foreign regulatory and tax laws and regulations, including changes in 
tax rates; the company’s capital structure, including indebtedness amounts, the limitations imposed by the covenants in the documents governing such indebtedness and the 
maintenance of the financial and disclosure controls and procedures of each; the ability of the company to obtain financing on favorable terms or at all; adverse changes in 
the credit ratings of the company; the possibility that the anticipated benefits from the merger cannot be fully realized or may take longer to realize than expected; the ability 
of the company to retain and hire key personnel; a decline in defined benefit pension plans; various claims, government inquiries or investigations or the potential for 
regulatory action; failure to protect client data or breaches of information systems; reputational damage; disasters or business continuity problems; clients choosing to reduce 
or terminate the services provided by the company; fluctuation in revenues against the company’s relatively fixed expenses; management of client engagements; 
technological change; the inability to protect intellectual property rights, or the potential infringement upon the intellectual property rights of others; increases in the price, or 
difficulty of obtaining, insurance; fluctuations in the company’s pension liabilities; loss of, failure to maintain, or dependence on certain relationships with insurance carriers; 
changes and developments in the United States healthcare system; the availability of tax-advantaged consumer-directed benefits to employers and employees; reliance on 
third party services; the company's holding company structure; changes in accounting estimates and assumptions; and changes i n the market price of the company's shares. 
These factors also include those described under “Risk Factors” in the company’s most recent 10-K and 10-Q filings with the SEC.

Although we believe that the assumptions underlying our forward-looking statements are reasonable, any of these assumptions, and therefore also the forward-looking 
statements based on these assumptions, could themselves prove to be inaccurate. In light of the significant uncertainties inherent in the forward-looking statements included 
in this document, our inclusion of this information is not a representation or guarantee by us that our objectives and plans will be achieved.

Our forward-looking statements speak only as of the date made and we will not update these forward-looking statements unless the securities laws require us to do so. In 
light of these risks, uncertainties and assumptions, the forward-looking events discussed in this document may not occur, and we caution you against relying on these 
forward-looking statements.
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Willis Towers Watson: A comprehensive and powerful offering
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Clients

Business

Synergy

Values

Acceleration of growth and 
strategic priorities

Financially compelling, clear 
integration roadmap

Expanded colleague 
opportunities and common 

values

Powerful client proposition

A leading, global advisory, 
broking and solutions company



Willis Towers Watson: Increased scale, scope, diversity and 
financial strength
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Financials based on calendar year 2016 estimates
*Non-GAAP financial measure. See appendix for definition and reconciliation.

Combined Approx. Business  Mix

Combined Approx. Geography Mix

41%

8%
32%

19% Human Capital and
Benefits

Exchange
Solutions

Corporate Risk and
Broking

Investment, Risk
and Insurance

50%

16%

23%

11% North America

Western Europe

Great Britain

International

$8+ BN 
Revenue

$8+ BN 
Revenue
~140
Countries

~$1.8 BN
or 22%-23% 

Adjusted EBITDA* 

~39,000 
colleagues



Integration
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Integration plans on track Current Focus

§ Have appointed more than 1,000 
leadership roles

§ Operating committee – focus shifting from 
integration to business operations

§ Revenue synergies – on track of initial 
integration plans

§ Tax synergies — ahead of initial target of 
25% by end of 2017

§ Employee retention levels are higher than 
anticipated

§ Improving margins – Profitable Growth
§ Continue to improve the balanced matrix 

structure
§ Benefit leveling and pay structures for 2017 

implementation 
§ Continue to hone “go to market” strategies



Capital Allocation
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Share repurchase unless M&A provides higher Internal Rate of Return
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Health care Consulting, technology, administration 
systems, exchange solutions

Investment Delegated investment services –
primarily US, defined contribution

Broking Enhance current portfolio – emerging 
markets, specialties

Data Analytics P&C and Life, HCB, big data

Human Capital Talent and Rewards, HR software 



What does success look like for Willis Towers Watson 2018?
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§ A leading competitor in our major practices and geographies, the “go-to” partner for 
companies facing risk or people issues
§ Strong focus on innovation, market leading analytics, bringing new capabilities to the market

§ The destination employer for talented individuals in our industry
§ Smart capital allocation – strong emphasis on shareholder return
§ Market-leading growth
§ Revenue synergies, innovation, organic and inorganic revenue growth

§ Adjusted EBITDA margin of 25%
§ Merger cost synergies of $100 million to $125 million by 2018
§ OIP — savings must impact margin
§ Must focus on profitable growth

§ Adjusted EPS of $10.10 to $11.50
§ Adjusted tax rate of 23% to 24%
§ Share repurchase
§ Double digit adjusted EPS growth 
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See note in appendix regarding non-GAAP financial goals.



Financial Goals — Sensitivity model 
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Key Assumptions and Contributing Factors 
§ Restructuring and integration cost synergy programs achieved in all 

scenarios with flow through to margin
§ Revenue synergy program reflected in the above scenarios 
§ Focus on organic revenue growth and operating expense management
§ Adjusted tax rate in the 23% to 24% range
§ Assumes average exchange rates of £1.00 = $1.38, €1.00 = $1.11, 

C$1.00 = $0.76 
§ Maintain Moody’s low-investment grade rating

Revenue Scenarios
(2017/18 average growth)

2018
Adjusted EBITDA %

2018
Net Share Reduction

2018
Adjusted EPS

2.5%

25% Up to 
~ 8m $10.103.5%

4.5%

Revenue growth and share reduction are illustrative – net share reduction will be tied to free cash flow

See note in appendix regarding non-GAAP financial goals.



Key Takeaways
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§ Rationale for merger – proving to be more powerful than imagined a 
year ago.

§ Integration efforts – pleased with current status, but need to continue to 
keep our focus in 2017 and 2018 – continue to enhance organizational 
culture, financial discipline and market strategies. 

§ Confident in the current business and financial objectives and the goals 
outlined for 2018.

§ Capital allocation – smart investment strategy with heavy focus on 
shareholder return

§ Strong and clear operating goals – all driving shareholder value



Human Capital and Benefits Overview
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Julie Gebauer, Human Capital and Benefits Lead
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Human Capital and Benefits (HCB) — Business overview 
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Profile
§ Retirement
§ Plan strategy and design
§ Actuarial, compliance, governance, administration  
§ De-risking
§ Master Trust products
§ Defined contribution (DC) solutions

§ Health and Benefits
§ Program strategy and design
§ Insurance placement
§ Health promotion, pharmacy and other specialty
§ Global Benefits Solutions

§ Talent and Rewards
§ Communication and change management
§ Employee assessments and opinion surveys
§ Executive/employee pay strategy, design, benchmarking
§ HR software
§ Talent management

§ Technology and Administration Solutions (non-NA)
§ Benefit administration and outsourcing

With capabilities in ~140 countries, HCB delivers services and 
products to more than 6,000 clients worldwide, extending from 
mid-market to large, complex organizations

CY16 guidance
§ Mid-single digit constant currency commissions and fees growth
§ Low-single digit organic commissions and fees growth
§ Operating Income margin in the low-20% range
§ Revenue growth as compared to CY15 pro forma segment results

9%

13%

20%

58%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

International

Great Britain

Western Europe

North America

Revenue by line of business*

Revenue by geography*

4%

19%

32%

45%Retirement

Health and Benefits

Talent and Rewards

Technology and Administration 
Solutions, non-NA

*Based on current integration mapping



Human Capital and Benefits

Retirement

Health and 
Benefits
(H&B)

Talent and 
Rewards

(T&R)

Technology and Administration 
Solutions (TAS)

Human Capital and Benefits  

12

A portfolio of businesses connected for complete and sustainable solutions 
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Advice based on
§ Data
§ Analytics
§ Expertise

Solutions via
§ Brokerage
§ Outsourcing
§ Software

Addressing a range of 
client issues



Retirement Business
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Trusted annuity relationships in a mature market should deliver modest growth, high 
margins
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Business Drivers

§ Trillions of dollars of corporate pension 
liabilities, even as prevalence of open 
defined benefit (DB) plans wanes

§ Ongoing funding, accounting  and other 
compliance requirements for both open 
and closed DB plans

§ Need to manage financial impact through  
economic volatility and as legislative, 
regulatory, accounting rules change

§ Focus on de-risking
§ Desire to reduce administration burden 

for sponsors and improve participant 
experience 

§ Interest in outsourcing of compliance, 
governance

§ Need to address retirement readiness 
and financial well-being

Retirement Offerings
Plan strategy and design | Actuarial, compliance, governance, administration |  
De-risking  | Master trust products | Defined contribution (DC) solutions

3%
• Increased actuarial market 

share
• Leader in de-risking
• Move into jumbo DB plan 

administration
• Ongoing cost management  

to address price pressure

annual retention of Fortune
1000 Retirement clients

99%

Definitive Market Leading Position

§ A leader in all key pension 
markets: US, UK, Netherlands, 
Germany, Mexico, Brazil

§ Actuary to 5 of the 6 largest U.S. 
corporate-sponsored DB plans and 
more Fortune 1000 companies in 
the US than any other provider

§ Trustee actuary to 46 of the 100 
largest corporate pension plans in 
the UK

§ Actuarial services to more of the 
world’s top 300 pension funds
(34%) than any other firm

§ Pension administration services to 
over 4.8 million participants in
US DB plans

Legacy TW 3-yr 
earnings CAGR

(2012 – 2015)



Retirement Business
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Spotlight on LifeSight
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Why do employers 
want it?
§ Frees up in-house resources
§ Cuts employer risks and 

costs
§ Improves the pensions 

offering
§ Access to pension freedoms
§ Reduces governance burden

What does the research say?
§ 87% of employers believe their employees want access to pension freedoms, 

but very few will offer in-scheme
§ 75% of employers believe master trusts will become more prevalent in future
§ 1 in 5 schemes plan to review pension vehicles in next 12 months

£1.8bn Targeting margins 
aligned with overall 
HCB margins by 2020
§ Continued growth in GB
§ Wider adoption of brand
§ Harmonization with existing 

NL, Belgium, South Africa 
and Ireland solutions

§ Expansion into new 
territories

How are we doing?
§ 10 schemes committed to transfer
§ £1.8bn assets expected by end 2017
§ Soon to be one of largest GB master 

trusts 
§ £3bn of further RFPs in progress
§ Promising pipeline for CY17+

LifeSight: our GB Master Trust
Our master trust offering is a high quality, low maintenance outsourcing 
solution for the substantial defined contribution pension market in GB 
(£300bn market and growing by 11%+ per annum)



Health and Benefits Business
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Annuity relationships, commissions and fees will deliver high growth with strong margins
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Health and Benefits Offerings
Program strategy and design | Insurance placement | Employee engagement in health | Pharmacy | 
Life and Disability | Voluntary benefits | Global Benefits Solutions | Vendor evaluation + management

Business Drivers

§ Importance of health care and 
other benefits as part of the 
employment deal

§ Need to manage continued 
rising cost of health care

§ Desire for global governance
over risk benefits and health 
care spend

§ Opportunity to improve 
employee experience with 
greater transparency and 
choice

§ Legislative, regulatory changes
§ Focus on wellness and 

productivity

An unmatched team 
of experts

§ 200 health actuaries 
§ 100 attorneys and 

compliance experts 
§ 75 health management 

practitioners 
§ 250 international 

consultants for 
multinational clients 

§ 35 life / disability / 
absence practitioners

§ 25 pharmacists

Ability to serve 
clients in

~140100+
countries with detailed 
benefit benchmarking 

data

countries with legacy 
Willis and Gras 

Savoye networks

5%
• Increase in ongoing plan management
• Growth in specialty practices
• Support for Exchange Solutions growth
• Introduction of Global Benefits Solutions

+$500m
Legacy Willis 2013 – 2016 
growth via acquisitions, 
market derived income 

and organic means

Legacy Towers Watson 3-yr 
earnings CAGR (2012 – 2015)



Health and Benefits Business
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Spotlight on Global Benefits Solutions
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Global Benefits Solutions (GBS)
A suite of services supporting medical, dental and risk 

(life, accident and disability) programs worldwide.

Targeted $75 million revenue synergy powered by 
Legacy Willis global brokerage distribution and

Legacy Towers Watson intellectual property and software



Talent and Rewards Business
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Mix of project fees, products and some multi-year deals focused on stable margins
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#1
world’s largest 

executive 
compensation 
consultancy

700+
installations of 

talent 
assessment 

platform

Talent and Rewards Offerings
Communication and change management | Compensation benchmarking | Employee opinion surveys | 
Executive and employee pay strategy and design | HR software | Talent strategy, assessment, program design

Business Drivers

§ Organizational changes 
driving need for aligned talent 
and reward programs

§ Competition for critical 
skills/high potential talent

§ Changing landscape of work
§ Board focus on executive 

alignment and pay-for-
performance

§ Desire for more efficient and 
effective HR processes

§ Changing HR technology
§ Compensation legislative, 

regulatory changes
§ M&A, transaction support

30k+
companies 

participating in 
compensation 

surveys

13%
• Increased focus on multi-practice sales
• Disciplined staffing just behind demand
• Balance of advisory services and products
• Off-shored resources

Distinctions

§ Compensation advisor 
to 31% of the S&P 1500 
and 20% of the 
FTSE100
§ Top compensation 

advisor to Boards in 
China, France, Japan
§ Top rating on talent 

assessment tool by 
British Psychological 
Society
§ Leading market share 

among employee 
opinion survey providers
§ Research partner with 

the World Economic 
Forum

Legacy Towers Watson 3-yr 
earnings CAGR (2012 – 2015)



Technology and Administration Solutions (TAS)
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Managed growth and strong margins from multi-year arrangements
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TAS Offerings
Pension administration | Flex benefit administration | Member customer call center | 
Member communication and education   

Business Drivers

§ Enhanced technology 
providing improved 
member experience

§ Move to outsourcing in 
countries that haven’t yet 
converted

§ Quality track record 
relative to competitors; 
sponsors desire to 
eliminate administration 
“noise”

§ Compensation legislative, 
regulatory changes

§ M&A, transaction support

375
clients

2.8m
participants

Of note…

§ #1 Benefits outsourcer in 
key UK and German markets

§ Preferred supplier of all 
major UK outsourcing
consultants

§ Global Outsourcing 100: 
Int’l Association of Outsourcing 
Professionals

§ Four consecutive years: 
Everest Group DB 
Administration Market Leader

§ 2015-16 record wins: 
Lloyds Bank, Royal Bank of
Scotland, Royal & Sun 
Alliance, Citigroup, two 
confidential multinationals12

+ #1 for private 
sector

administrator of 
largest 200 UK 
pension plans

years of 
average 
tenure for all 
UK clients

12%
• Focused growth in high-end market
• Marketing to vendor selection firms
• Increased capacity with off-shored 

resources

Legacy TW 3-yr earnings 
CAGR (2012 – 2015)



HCB is doing something different from the competition
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The HCB Difference
§ Our broad and deep portfolio enables us to address the 

most important human capital and benefits issues 
comprehensively
§ Working together across the HCB disciplines and in 

partnership with clients – from local businesses to global 
enterprises -- we passionately strive for their success
§ We deliver insight with expertise, data and analytics and

provide sustainable solutions through brokerage, 
outsourcing and software
§ We create a globally consistent client experience that 

also addresses local needs
§ We “think ahead” and leverage our position to positively 

shape the HCB environment

We are spelling out the difference 
because we know it matters to clients 



Revenue Synergies
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HCB is closely involved in delivering on revenue synergy targets
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Middle Market Active 
Exchange

Large corporate 
Property & Casualty 
(P&C) in NA

Global expansion of 
global and regional 
multinational health 
mandates

2

3

1 Client Profile HCB Role Progress
Traditional 
large, legacy 
TW 

Retirement senior
sellers opening
doors for CRB 
colleagues

Collaborative efforts between 
P&C and Retirement have led to 
the closing of six new client 
projects in the last six months

Client Profile HCB Role Progress
Multinationals 
operating in 5+ 
countries

Local H&B and 
global HCB leading 
sales efforts, 
leveraging client 
function

GBS continues to expand its 
reach with partners across the 
organization, delivering 
services to 19 new 
multinationals

Client Profile HCB Role Progress
Traditional 
legacy Willis 
brokerage, mid-
market client 

H&B identifying 
leads and co-leading 
sales with Exchange 
Solutions and client 
function

One Exchange and H&B have 
partnered to add approximately 
70,000 lives to the Active 
Exchange, with a current 
pipeline that is 25 clients strong.



§ Continue 2016 program aligning capacity to 
demand to enhance margins

§ Drive global consistency and maintain local 
relevance through technology, process, people

§ Optimize resource deployment across segment
§ Leverage technology and off-shore resources

Looking Ahead

21

Innovation and efficiency to deliver solutions that support our clients’ success 
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§ Focus resources on strategically aligned 
offerings and eliminate non-core offerings

§ Adapt offerings for new market segments
§ Address adjacent needs in core businesses 

(e.g., Master Trust; Global Benefit Solution)

Operational 
effectiveness

§ Expand market share for Retirement, TAS
§ Maintain agility to grow/flex with T&R market
§ Focus on growing H&B market and market share 

globally

HCB’s 
expected 
financial 

contribution 
through 2018

Mid-single 
digit revenue 

growth

Aggregate 
margin 

expansion

Profitable
Revenue growth

Strategic 
alignment and 
smart innovation



Corporate Risk and Broking Overview
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Tim Wright, Corporate Risk and Broking Lead
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Corporate Risk and Broking (CRB) — Business overview 
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17%

22%

24%

37%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

International

Great Britain

Western Europe

North America

Revenue by line of business*

Revenue by geography*

Property & Casualty

Financial Lines

Transportation

Facultative

Affinity 2%

3%

9%

14%

72%

Profile

Corporate Risk and Broking (CRB) provides a broad 
range of risk advice and insurance broking services to 
clients ranging from small businesses to multinational 
corporations. 

CRB works with clients locally and globally to:
§ identify and quantify the risks facing their business
§ develop strategies to mitigate and manage those risks
§ implement broking strategies to transfer (insure) risks
§ reduce the overall cost of risk

CRB delivers innovative, integrated global solutions 
tailored to clients needs and underpinned by cutting 
edge data and analytics. 

CRB is run as a truly global business: four geographies 
and five lines of business.

CRB places $23bn of client premiums

CY16 guidance
§ Low to mid-teens constant currency commissions and fees growth
§ Low single digit organic commissions and fees growth
§ Operating Income margin around 20%
§ Revenue growth as compared to CY15 pro forma segment results

*Based on current integration mapping



CRB Market and Businesses
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“Risk Advisory” 
§ Strategic Risk Consulting
§ Forensic Accounting and Complex Claims
§ Captive Management
§ Alternative Risk Transfer

Customer 
/ Members Client

Employees

Captive 
Broker

Captive 
Insurer

Insurer Reinsurer

“Insurance Broking”
§ Property & Casualty (Natural Resources, 

Construction, Real Estate)
§ Financial Lines ( FINEX, Financial Solutions, 

Cyber) 
§ Transportation (Marine, Aerospace)

“Facultative”

“Affinity”
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BrokingRates

Commercial Insurance Penetration
(GWP as % GDP)*

1.0%

UK 1.2%

US 1.5%

China 0.5%

Japan 0.6%

Russia 0.6%

Germany 0.8%

Canada 0.9%

France

2016 Rates**

NA GB WE LATAM CEEMEA ANZ ASIA
Property

Casualty

Motor

Aviation

Marine

Construction

Energy

Cyber

Environmental

E&O

D&O

FI

Terrorism

PenetrationEconomyFour primary drivers:

Increase Decrease Significant 
decrease

* Gross World Product (GWP), Gross Domestic Product (GDP) Source: Sigma, Swiss Re **Source: Willis Towers Watson  broking specialists, based upon Willis Towers Watson book of business 

CRB Market Growth Drivers



CRB Geographies
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$23bn
premiums

$2.5bn
revenue

300+
offices

13,800
colleaguescountries

~140 

North America
§ Revenues of $950m
§ 3,800 colleagues 
§ 20,000 commercial insurance 

clients  
§ Strong middle market 

franchise 

Great Britain
§Revenues of $630m
§ 2,500 colleagues
§ 4,700 clients
§Specialty centers of excellence 

Western Europe
§Revenues of $575m
§ 3,500 colleagues 
§ 16 countries
§Balanced mix of middle market 

and large accounts

International
§Revenues of $430m
§ 4,000 colleagues 
§ 55 countries
§Strong international network



CRB Competitive Landscape
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We estimate CRB’s overall market share to be around 8-9%, based on our revenues 
(including recent acquisitions) of $2.5bn and an overall corporate risk and broking 
market of approximately $30bn.

National Competitors, e.g.

Global Competitors

Specialty Competitors, e.g.

CRB has a leading market position in:

North America mid-market

Aviation

Construction

Cyber
Mergers & Acquisitions

Spain 

France SwedenNorway

Denmark

Financial Institutions

Marine
Political Risk and Trade Credit

Real Estate

Health Care
Russia

Natural ResourcesSenior Living

Willis Towers Watson



CRB Client Journey
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D
iff

er
en

tia
to

rs Client centric and 
industry insights 

Embedded 
industry-leading 
risk models and 
capabilities

Specialist Brokers The leading 
international 
network 

Innovation

E
na

bl
er

s

Integrated client 
management

Suite of proprietary 
decision support 
tools

Connected broking 
technology

Operating model 
and client service 
platform

‘Portfolio & 
Crossover’ 
products



CRB Embedded Analytics 
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Example: Cyber Quantified
CRB Financial Lines brokers run this model live with clients to provide concrete decision 
support to clarify insurance choices and create the optimal risk mitigation strategy

N
um

be
r 

of
 re

co
rd

s

N
um

be
r 

of
 re

co
rd

s

Total cost Total cost
Privacy
Network Outage

Comprehensive Cost of Risk (CCOR)



CRB Financial Performance
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2016E
Expenses and 

Operational 
Improvement

Revenue 
Performance 
Management

Revenue 
Synergies Goal

Organic 
Revenue 
Growth

Operating 
Income 
Margin

1-2% +0-1% +1-2% +3-4%

20% 22-23%

Expense 2-3% - 1-2% +1-2%+0-1%



CRB Revenue Growth 
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RFPs tracking at a 

10% increased 
win rate 
since the merger

$6 million

Tools
Account Plan, Client Service 
Model, CRM / CIS, Revenue 
Synergy Resource Book 

Target $200m
Large company P&C 
incremental revenue by 
end of 2018

Wins YTD

Account planning 
started with

210
Launching first 100
accounts, with next 

of which

Revenue 
Management

§ Pipeline 
management 
§ Goal –

3X new business 
§ Retain current 

business
§ Goal — 92% or 

higher
§ New business 

production
§ Goal – New as a 

% of PY C&F —
12% or higher

Acquisition
§ Gras Savoye

acquisition
§ Tuck-in 

acquisitions

Revenue Synergies

new large 
accounts 

O
ve

r

10

1,750 
targets

750 identified

clients 
with

200 more to come in 
2016 (total 410)

201620 16
20 18

100 in process
starting with Healthcare, 
Natural Resources and 
Financial Institutions



CRB Expense Management 
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Operational Improvement and Investment

§ We are creating a segmented client approach with 
more self-service and clearly defined middle and 
back office roles

§ We are establishing operational centers of 
excellence in low cost hubs

§ We are standardizing processes and roles

§ We are tracking Client Service through “critical few” 
operational metrics, with targets to improve 
quality

§ We are improving our offices to provide more 
productive working environments for 
colleagues, enabled by technology and modern 
agile practices

§ We are investing in people  with line of business, 
industry, risk and analytics expertise

§ We are investing in core systems and 
technology to facilitate workflow and move toward 
globally consistent and cost efficient processes



Current underperformance
§ Sector-wide rating and economy
§ CRB-specific portfolio exposure
§ Operating model and necessary investments
§ Merger distraction and staff attrition

Future opportunities
§ Growth in all four geographies
§ Return on infrastructure and growth 

investments
§ New and distinctive model
§ Back-to-basics execution focus

§ low-mid single digit 
organic revenue growth

§ positive operational 
leverage through expense 
management

§ margin stabilization and 
improvement

CRB Summary

33

2016 challenged by combination of external and internal factors but we are taking 
actions to improve both top-line growth and operational leverage
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Investment, Risk and Reinsurance 
Overview

© 2016 Willis Towers Watson. All rights reserved.

Dominic Casserley, President and Deputy CEO, 
Investment, Risk and Reinsurance Lead
Willis Towers Watson Analyst Day |  Arlington, VA
September 29, 2016



Investment, Risk and Reinsurance (IRR) — Business overview 
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6%

9%

37%

48%

0% 20% 40% 60%

Western Europe

International

North America

Great Britain

Revenue by line of business*

Revenue by geography*

Willis Re

Risk Consulting and
Software

Wholesale/Miller 
Broking

Investment

Portfolio and 
Underwriting Services

Capital Markets 
and Advisory 1%

6%

15%

17%

24%

Profile

§ IRR is the third largest segment, with ~$1.5bn revenues 
and ~4.5K FTEs.  It contains six businesses that all 
address Reinsurance, Wholesale and Investment markets 
and/or have insurance companies as their key clients.
§ Willis Re and Risk, Consulting and Software provide 

over 60% of IRR revenues and are leaders in serving 
the reserving, capital management, software, and 
reinsurance needs of insurance companies

§ Wholesale is largely Miller, the leading London 
wholesale broker

§ Investment is one of the world’s leading investment 
consulting and delegated asset management firms 

§ Portfolio and Underwriting Services (P&U) is the 
managing general agent (MGA) and structured risk 
packaging unit 

§ Capital Markets and Advisory (CMA) is the 
investment banking and Insurance Linked Securities 
(ILS) unit

§ These services require a degree of regulatory separation 
(e.g. reinsurance broking from retail broking) or 
commercial separation (e.g. opinion, broking and 
underwriting)

CY16 guidance
§ Low-to-mid-single digit constant currency commissions and fees 

growth
§ Low-single digit organic commissions and fees decline
§ Operating Income margin around 20%
§ Revenue growth as compared to CY15 pro forma segment results

37%

*Based on current integration mapping



General market conditions challenging for these businesses….
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Willis Re § Soft reinsurance market plentiful supply of capital, but some signs of 
“softening of the softening”

Risk Consulting and 
Software

§ Risk consulting demand driven by profitability of insurance companies 
and M&A activity - down in 2016  

§ Software provides secular growth   

Investment § Delegated asset management market growing but income subject to 
variable performance related fees 

§ Advisory consulting activities impacted by decline in Defined Benefit (DB) 
schemes partially offset by growth in Direct Contribution (DC), particularly 
our Master Trust Fund solution (LifeSight) 

Wholesale/Miller Broking § Miller recently constrained by volatility in market rates, but benefitting 
from position as consolidator of talent and volumes

Portfolio and Underwriting 
Services

§ MGA markets growing as underwriting talent seeks more entrepreneurial 
environment, and data and analytical models used in MGA formats 

§ We believe the market will grow as data/analytics compress the value 
chain

Capital Markets and 
Advisory 

§ CMA driven by level of M&A, and ILS and more traditional reinsurance 
trends. Global insurance M&A volume down ~70% in 2016 vs. 2015.



Re revenues 

RCS 
revenues 

Investment 
revenues 

Miller* 
revenues 

…and this has impacted 2016 revenues and profits 
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2014 2015 2016E

2014 2015 2016E

2014 2015 2016E

2014 2015 2016E For the portfolio as a 
whole, operating 
income is expected to 
be down in 2016 versus 
the prior year due to:

• RCS consulting 
softness

• Lower CMA revenues
• Organic cost growth 

and investments in the 
business

* Miller 2014 and 2015 represent the full year revenue generated by the business in that period

+0.7%

-2.5%

+3.4%

+3.2%



Willis Re has performed well through time…
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§ Willis Re has consistently shown significant revenue and market share growth, outperforming 
peers every year between 2009 and 2014 while maintaining stable margins

§ Willis Re’s 2011- 2015 organic CAGR of 5.4% compares favorably with Willis Group (2.7%), 
Aon Benfield (0.3%) and Guy Carpenter (1.8%)

§ Slowdown in 2015 driven by internal reorganization alongside challenging market conditions for 
reinsurance

80%

90%

100%

110%

120%

130%

140%

150%

160%

Base 2005
FY

2006
FY

2007
FY

2008
FY

2009
FY

2010
FY

2011
FY

2012
FY

2013
FY

2014
FY

2015
FY

2016
YTD

*5 year CAGR taken from annual reports and may not be fully corrected for FX movements etc.



…and will continue to perform strongly in the medium term
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2. Analytics

1. Collaboration

3. Client 
advocacy5. Learning 

and 
development 4. Alternative 

strategies

6. Enhanced 
model

~1,700 colleagues
§ 600 client service
§ 500 brokers
§ 400 analytics
§ 200 support

§ Diversified by client size, type and geography
§ Dominated by P&C reinsurance: expansion opportunities into Life
§ Collaboration with Willis Towers Watson creates 

cross-sell opportunities
§ Continued investment in Analytics to meet 

client needs
§ Continued development of Client Advocacy 

model and training program
§ Alternative Strategies division driving Willis Re’s

response to opportunities outside of mainstream 
P&C offering
§ London partnership between North America 

and Specialties divisions; Enhanced service 
offering/distribution model across International
§ Learning and Development: enhanced technical and 

soft skills training launched in 2016 to underpin all development areas



Risk Consulting and Software (RCS)
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A leading provider of advice, solutions and software to the insurance industry and related sectors

Our Products and Services
§ P&C reserving, Embedded Value review, Appointed 

Actuary/Actuarial Function Holders roles 
§ Outsourcing (including CRO and other statutory roles) 
§ Pricing, financial and capital modeling, and reporting 
§ M&A, IPOs, capital management, risk and value 

management, reinsurance, investment
§ Performance management (e.g., Value of in force 

business/New Business optimization, performance 
remediation, distribution effectiveness)

§ Software and technology (including Usage based 
insurance)

§ Insurance management consulting
§ Underwriting, claims, customer management 

>900
Insurance

consultants

>200
Software

colleagues

Our Business
§ Trusted advisor to 

insurers and players 
in the insurance sector 
– mainly C-suite

§ Our software is 
differentiated by the 
combined software 
and consulting offering

§ Large player in the 
M&A market globally

~1200
RCS colleagues

Our Client Base
§ Life insurers, P&C 

insurers, health 
care/health insurers, 
reinsurance, captives, 
corporates

§ Multinationals, large 
domestic insurers, 
specialist players, Lloyds 
syndicates, new start-ups

§ Other entities in insurance 
sector (e.g., regulators, 
indices, aggregators)
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Strategic Priorities
§ Build on market position and brand strength to 

stabilize and grow advisory business, including 
broadening services targeted to C-suite

§ Invest to shift towards 50/50 balance of 
solutions/advice, with a focus on growing 
software solutions and outsourcing services

§ Drive delivery efficiency through pooling of 
resources, better resource management, 
optimization of R&D spend and offshoring

Market Trends
§ Industry need for transformation
§ Market and regulatory change
§ Cost and margin pressure
§ Changing players, technology and 

business models
§ Key areas of client focus:
§ Efficiency – cost, capital, claims
§ Growth – organic and inorganic
§ Profitability and sophistication
§ Innovation/differentiation
§ Digitalization and automation
§ Customer centricity
§ Risk and control

RCS

41

Combining our consulting services with our market-leading software solutions is 
expected to enable the transformation to stable revenue growth 
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Investment

42

A leading provider of advice, solutions and software to the insurance industry and related sectors

Our Products and Services
§ Investment organizational design for large funds
§ Strategy, asset allocation and asset/liability advice
§ Portfolio construction and manager selection
§ Delegated management for total fund assets
§ Specialist delegated management in each major 

asset class
§ Investment models and tools

~140
Research
specialists

>78bn
Delegated

AUM

Our Business
§ Trusted advisor and 

investment solution 
provider to institutional 
investors

§ Our service is 
differentiated by the 
quality of our ideas and 
innovation as well as 
our scale, which allows 
us to provide clients 
with a high quality 
execution route

~990
Investments
colleagues

Our Client Base
§ Pension funds, 

endowments, sovereign 
wealth funds, wealth 
managers and insurance 
companies 
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Advisory
revenues 

Delegated
revenues 

Investment has seen delegated growth offset decline in advisory
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2014 2015 2016E

2014 2015 2016E

Market Trends

§ Decline in defined 
benefit pensions

§ Growth in defined 
contribution pensions

§ Growth in delegated 
Investment solutions for 
both total fund and 
specialist mandates

§ Defined 
contribution/Retail 
convergence

§ Technology and 
solutions

-1.0%

+13.2%

Strategic priorities for growth and margin
§ Grow delegated business
§ Grow defined contribution solutions
§ Expand scale in North America
§ Manage to total cost growth target



Strategic Priorities
§ Continue to run as a standalone 

partnership but leverage Willis Towers 
Watson’s distribution reach

§ Market leading brand (in London market)

§ Attract top talent
§ Supported by scalable infrastructure

Strong performance despite recent market 
trends
§ Abundance of capital
§ Reinsurance capital providers seeking insurance 

opportunities
§ No major catastrophes; benign claims
§ Soft reinsurance and retrocession pricing driving 

primary rates down
§ Higher appetite to retain risk on balance sheet
§ Fees and commissions under downward pressure
§ Competition for talent leading to risk of people 

being poached

Re revenues 
$m
Miller*
revenues

Wholesale: Miller
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Comprised of Programs, P&C and Specialty businesses
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48%

18%

34%

Revenue by business 

Programs

P&C

Spec2014 2015 2016E

3.2%

~570 colleagues
§ 450 brokers
§ 120 support

* Miller 2014 and 2015 represent the full year revenue generated by the business in that period



Re revenues 
$m
P&U 
revenues

Portfolio and Underwriting services 
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Strategic Priorities
§ Develop a global MGA platform to oversee all 

MGA / underwriting activities in the group
§ Establish entrepreneurial MGA businesses by 

attracting talented underwriters and set up of 
niche–profitable books of business

§ Developing platform to package risk from across 
the company 

§ Restructuring the high margin MGA business in 
the US (Willis Programs) for long-term growth

§ MGA development supported by in-house world 
class underwriting, data, pricing and reporting 
software and platforms (some from legacy TW)

Market Trends
§ Roles of distribution and capital in flux, 

driven by data/analytics compressing 
the value chain

§ Traditional capital showing renewed 
interest in using MGAs for origination

§ Alternative capital trying to move into 
primary and MGA business 

§ Brokers have opportunity to package 
risk for distribution through MGA 
structures to both forms of capital

2014 2015 2016E

-3.6%

~350 Colleagues
§ 325 North America
§ 25 London



IRR Revenue Synergy Update

46

None of these synergies were included in June 2015 revenue synergy targets
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§ Opportunities to provide integrated advice to insurers about risk management and reinsurance services

§ Process and training
§ Client Account Directors engaged in joint planning on key accounts and several joint client meetings have been 

held
§ Significant time and resources have been spent educating RCS and Willis Re colleagues on each other’s 

capabilities and competencies

§ Wins to date include
§ Win on joint RFP in Italy
§ RCS to provide actuarial services within ILS portfolio to a Willis Re client
§ Several Ratemaking / reserving projects for RCS 
§ Emblem software sale to a Willis Re client
§ U.S. reinsurance transaction for a RCS client
§ Both RCS and Rep & Warranty units hired on a Capital Markets & Advisory M&A transaction
§ Capital Markets & Advisory expected engagement on M&A transaction sourced by RCS

§ Strong pipeline in North America (approximately 60 opportunities) and International (20+ opportunities)



Portfolio approach to businesses 
§ Growth potential (low - mid single digit 

revenue growth)
§ Operating income >20%
§ Connectedness to client advisory solutions 

and to technology based business solutions

Optimize execution strategies
§ Retain to grow (e.g. Reinsurance, 

Investment, Miller)
§ Reinvigorate to grow (e.g. Risk Consulting)
§ Invest to grow (e.g. new MGA platforms)
§ Invest for cross-selling potential (all)
§ Divest for reinvestment $ (some old MGAs) 

§ Low-mid single digit organic 
revenue growth
§ Margin expansion in next 

few years
§ Operating income 

20% or better

IRR Summary
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2016 a difficult year for a number of market factors but we remain confident that 
actions in hand will yield to overall low single digit revenue growth and improved 
margins
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Exchange Solutions Overview
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Gene Wickes, Exchange Solutions Lead

Willis Towers Watson Analyst Day |  Arlington, VA
September 29, 2016



Exchange Solutions — Business Overview
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Profile
§ Retiree and Access Exchanges
§ OneExchange Retiree (post/pre-65)
§ Group-to-Individual Platform
§ Carrier commission-based revenue

§ Outsourcing Solutions
§ Group health and pension administration and 

outsourcing solutions
§ Active Exchanges
§ Group benefit exchanges, active employees
§ Multi-platform, multi-carrier
§ Service all client sizes with custom or pre-configured 

technology solutions
§ Consumer Directed Accounts
§ Software-as-a-Service solution
§ Administer full spectrum of consumer directed 

accounts including: HSA, FSA, HRA, dependent care, 
transit, educational reimbursement, etc.

Provides benefit exchange and outsourcing services 
across industries, to nearly 2,000 clients of all sizes

CY16 guidance
§ Around 30% constant currency commissions and fees growth
§ High 20% organic commissions and fees growth
§ Operating Income margin in the mid-teens range
§ Revenue growth as compared to CY15 pro forma segment results

-

-

-

100%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 120%

International

Great Britain

Western Europe

North America

Revenue by line of business*

Revenue by geography*

4%

5%

36%

55%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Active Exchanges

Consumer Directed Accounts

Outsourcing Solutions

Retiree and Access
Exchanges

*Based on current integration mapping



Exchange Solutions business segment overview
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We have 10+ years of operating experience — including 7+ years with active employees
§ Our driving strategy is to be the market leader in benefits technology, administration, 

and accounts platforms

§ We offer solutions across nearly all employer-based populations and employer segments 
(while the addressable market includes an additional large untapped opportunity)

§ We now own all the pieces of technology platforms, and administration and call center services we 
need, to deliver seamless end to end services to our clients and customers.  We believe this is a 
strategic advantage considering the critical role they play in delivering complex solutions

§ Our business model is structured around predictable, recurring revenues
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A leading benefits technology and administration platform play…
…animated by deep benefits thought leadership and expertise



Revenue Operating Income

Year Revenue Growth Operating Income Growth Margin

2013 $276m $44m 15.8%

2014 $324m 17% $40m -8% 12.3%

2015 $484m 49% $52m 30% 10.7%

2016E $629m 30% $94m 82% 15%

Exchange Solutions financial profile
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2016 investments 
which impacted 
income – yet expect  
margin growth

3 ye
ar

CAGR of 

32%

revenue

ye
ar

CAGR of 

34%

Operating Income
3 ~$50

million



Exchanges in context
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The rise in exchanges and consumerism in pay and benefits has coincided with 
the evolution of HR and people management — both trends continue
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Chief Employee 
Experience Officer

§ Futurist/Strategist
§ Employee as value

Flexible benefit 
programs

Flexible 
PTO

Flexible 
work 

arrangements

Wellness
Private 

exchanges

Personnel Director

§ Operational
§ Employee as cost

Vice President, HR

§ Organizational
§ Employee as resource

Chief HR Officer

§ Strategic
§ Employee as asset

401(k) plans

Virtual 
workplace

Voluntary 
benefits

Consumer
accounts

1980s 1990s 2000s 2010s

Participant
responsibility Personalization

Consumerism User Experience and 
Decision Support



As we’ve proceeded on our journey, we’ve “tacked” based on external 
market developments and the addition/creation of new capabilities
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Assemble exchange capabilities
§ Acquired Extend Health
§ Built Access product and cross-LOB active employee product
§ Acquired Liazon and combined with Extend Health to form the Exchange Solutions segment

2012
and

2013

Build out the Exchange Solutions segment
§ Move Health and Welfare Outsourcing business to the Exchange Solutions segment
§ Enhanced operating platforms
§ Increased market understanding and sales momentum

2014

Focus on the market
§ Sold and delivered solutions across product suite, and through all distribution channels
§ Enhanced our Active Exchange product and strategy based on client preferences and market 

developments
§ Acquired Acclaris

2015

Consolidate and expand
§ Consolidate administration, refine processes, and enhance technology to ensure quality and 

client satisfaction as we scale
§ Look for further integration opportunities across products and teams
§ Explore expansion into the wide-open individual insurance market

2016+



We offer a full array of products and serve nearly all 
employer-sponsored populations
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Seasonal

COBRA Part-Time

Retirees Full-Time Employees

Access Retiree Active Outsourcing 
Solutions

Accounts Accounts Accounts Accounts

Help employees purchase 
health plans on public 
exchanges – typically part-
time or seasonal workers
or pre-65 retirees

Help post-65 retirees shift 
from employer-provided 
group coverage to a broad 
choice of individual private 
Medicare plans

Provide health and welfare coverage to active 
employees through an employer-sponsored group 
product (either traditional outsourcing or exchange-
based)



The employer-sponsored health and benefits market is sizeable…
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Part-timers, 
seasonal workers, 
COBRA, pre-65 
retirees

part-time private sector employees 
in target market ~15m

~6m early retirees

Medicare-eligible retirees

~6m
~6m

private sector retirees

public sector retirees

~6m
Full-time active employees

~30m employees expected 
to participate in 
private active 
exchanges

c



…But the total addressable market is much larger
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§ Legacy TW’s capabilities focused 
on large employers (including 
Extend Health)

§ We entered the active employee 
mid-market with the acquisition of 
Liazon – and will accelerate 
growth now that the Willis Towers 
Watson merger is complete

§ However, the Medicare market 
(retail and small groups), 
Individual (retail and employer) 
and Uninsured have been outside 
of our target market

U.S. Population by Type of Coverage: 318m Total
(chart data in millions)

49

124
54

26

42

23

Employer-
sponsored 
active

Uninsured

Individual
Medicare

Medicaid

Government

Current Target 
Market

Total Addressable 
Opportunity

Source: U.S. Census Bureau estimates

Serving the full Medicare market as well as serving the individual and uninsured markets will require 
more robust, scalable capabilities to serve retail individuals and small “access” groups



Our exchange revenue synergy initiative is expected to accelerate capture 
of mid-market active exchange opportunities
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Majority of active exchange enrollment will come from companies with <10K employees
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Leading exchange 
product and platform

Middle-market
access

Legacy Willis’ Significant 
Middle-Market Client Base

BOR Benefits

0

5,000

10,000

P&C

600+ Legacy Willis Producers

Total number of employees by company size
<100 100-1,000 1,000-10,000 10,000+

42m 24m 22m 33m



Retiree Exchange
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Our retiree exchange business has delivered strong growth and impressive profits
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§ Since being acquired by Towers Watson in 
May 2012, the Individual Retiree Exchange 
business has grown rapidly, while delivering 
strong profitability

§ We remain the market leader from a market 
share perspective and believe we are the 
only profitable retiree exchange business run 
by any of the major industry players

Annual Enrollment Period (Jan 1)

Year Clients New Core 
Enrollments*

2012 36 48K

2013 39 147K

2014 43 163K

2015 54 162K

2016 40 267K

2017E ~40 ~115K
400K+ individual 
policies enrolled 

(Core + PDP, 
Dental and Vision)

 -
 100
 200
 300
 400
 500
 600
 700

Total Clients

0K
200K
400K
600K
800K

1,000K
1,200K

Total Core Retirees*

* Core is defined as an individual with a Medicare 
Advantage (MA), Medicare Advantage Prescription 
Drug (MAPD) or Medicare Supplement (MS) policy



Outsourcing Solutions
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Our outsourcing business has seen very strong growth over the last five years
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Total Participants 

§ Outsourcing has grown considerably 
in recent years in both pension 
administration and health and welfare 
outsourcing, as our reputation for 
service quality and ability and 
willingness to meet the unique and 
complex needs of our large clients has 
grown

§ The large market focus of outsourcing 
suggests growth likely to moderate 
over time, given the maturity of the 
larger end of the market

§ We expect to add approximately 260k 
new participants during the 2017 
annual enrollment process



Active Exchange
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As the active market has begun to mature, so has our Active Exchange business: 
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Sold Clients**
2015 2016 % Change

Legacy Towers Watson 11 13 18%
Legacy Willis 16 30 88%
Other synergy NA 1 NA
3rd-party broker 248 185 -25%
Total 275 229 -17%

Sold Eligible Employees**
2015 2016* % Change

Legacy Towers Watson 62k 129k 108%
Legacy Willis 9k 47k 422%
Other synergy NA 25k NA
3rd-party broker 35k 22k -37%
Total 106k 222k 109%

§ Business evolution. Over the past three 
years, we have: acquired Liazon; 
restructured our LOB; executed a large 
market strategy pivot; and consolidated 
our mid-market strategy with Willis

§ Current sales results. With a refined value 
proposition and enhanced go-to-market 
strategy, the business has experienced a 
strong 2016 sales season, including 
success in the large market

§ Looking ahead. Keys to strong, sustained 
growth include:
§ Successful implementation and 

enrollment of 1/1/17 clients
§ Continued investments in technology 
§ A strong partnership with our peer LOBs, 

especially HCB
§ Broker channel strategy likely to evolve 

over time, with sharper focus on key 
partners

*  Estimated through year end as 3rd-party selling continues in Fall
** Cases closed (sold) during the period



Consumer Directed Accounts
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Consumer Directed Account  — Plan 
administration market Acclaris
§ With the advent of health savings accounts 

(HSAs), employers are shifting from health 
reimbursement accounts (HRAs), flexible 
spending accounts (FSAs) and other 
employee accounts to HSAs; while HRAs 
remain the leading option for employers to 
reimburse Medicare recipients

§ Total addressable market for HSAs is 
projected to grow from 18m accounts today 
to 27m accounts in just a few years*

§ Provides consumer-driven health care 
reimbursement technology and services to 
manage a range of reimbursement accounts 
(supported by call center and claims 
processing capabilities) 

§ We expect significant synergy value creation 
from accounts directed through Willis Towers 
Watson’s existing client base
§ Medicare, Health & Welfare Administration, 

Active employee exchange
§ Received IRS Non Bank Custodian Status
§ Only two other organizations in this space 

have this status
§ Allows us to collect and hold deposits and earn 

net interest spread 

*Source: Devenir Research 2016 Midyear HSA Market Statistics & Trends (John Robb, Eric Remjeske), 8/16/2016, © Copyright Devenir Group, LLC



BenefitsMarketplace
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Giving employees just-in-time information and choice

§ Smartphone and tablet enabled enrollment, shopping, 
benefits administration, access to all benefit plans and 
more.

§ Developed using Liazon technology
§ Large distribution network through Willis Towers 

Watson consulting and brokerage services in ~140 
countries and territories setting a new standard for 
global broking

§ Initial launch in 6+ countries; planning to expand to all 
covered countries and territories

§ Brand name clients currently in implementation
§ Combined with global broker platform (BenefitsBroker) 

and data / project management resources 
(BenefitsManager) employers will meet business 
requirements simply and effectively while eliminating 
expensive and error prone manual work
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In closing 
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§ Willis Towers Watson remains “all-in” on benefits exchanges and administration – it 
should remain a fundamental pillar and growth engine of our enterprise strategy

§ We offer a comprehensive package today: Our combination of exchange and 
administration assets, health care thought leadership, and extensive network of client 
relationships gives us a tremendous foundation to take advantage of the rapidly 
changing landscape…

§ …But continued investments are necessary to keep pace and to expand into untapped 
insurance market opportunities to ensure growth tomorrow

§ Our continuing segment re-alignment efforts will help make the whole of these assets 
greater than the sum of the parts
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In summary, Willis Towers Watson aims to remain an industry leader in the sizeable 
exchange and administration market



Finance Review
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Roger Millay, CFO

Willis Towers Watson Analyst Day |  Arlington, VA
September 29, 2016



Merger Goals

Financial Results and Expectations

Free Cash Flow

Capital Allocation

Finance Review Key Topics
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Key Merger Financial goals
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Drive to create strategic advantage and shareholder value

Goals Status
§ Double digit 2016 total revenue growth
§ Mid-single digit constant currency 

organic revenue growth
§ 2016 revenues softer than hoped

§ 2018 Adjusted EBITDA margin of 25% 
(end of year “run rate”)
§ ~+3 points over pro forma

§ Achievable goal – building momentum

§ $100 million - $125 million merger cost 
synergies by 12/31/18 § On track

§ $375 million - $675 million revenue 
synergies run-rate by 12/31/18

§ Meaningful momentum but at lower half of 
Exchanges range

§ Adjusted EPS of $10.10 to $11.50 by 
12/31/18

§ Achievable with reasonable assumptions

See note in appendix regarding non-GAAP financial goals.



§ Consistent and actionable profit margin measure

§ Goal setting and ownership

§ Transparency of goals and results
§ Guidance
§ Analyst Day

§ Monthly status review

§ Aligned financial levers: revenues, operating profits, EPS, cash

Enhancing value for all stakeholders

Strong Financial Discipline Is Key to Goal Achievement
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Six Months Results / Full Year Guidance
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Six Months 2016 guidance

Total Revenue Growth 11% 10%

Organic Revenue Growth* 2% 2% - 3%

Adjusted EBITDA Margin* 25.4% 22% - 23%

Adjusted Operating Margin* 23.7% around 20%

Cost Synergy $7m $30m run rate

Revenue Synergy - Sales $11m ~$25m run rate

Reflections

Organic growth 
challenges

Initial margin 
progress

Building financial 
discipline

*Non-GAAP financial measure. See appendix for definition and reconciliation.



Willis Towers Watson – Path to 25% Adjusted EBITDA Margin**
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25%

Underlying 
Business 

Operations*

Flat to 
+1.0%

Integration 
Savings

~1.0%

OIP Savings

~1.0%

CY16 
Guidance

22%-23%

Underlying 
Business 

Operations*

-1.0% 
to Flat

Integration 
Savings

~0.2%

OIP Savings

~0.9%

CY15    
Pro-Forma 
Actual***

22%

CY18 
Target

§ Business momentum challenges and OIP reinvestment have negated sustainable margin progress in 2016

§ Business operations pressure driven by HCB, IRR, International Brokerage

§ OIP Reinvestments 
§ ~60% front line business associates to expand/initiate growth
§ ~40% enterprise & business technology to drive efficiency & effectiveness

* Underlying business operations inclusive of investments
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**Non-GAAP financial measure. See appendix for definition and reconciliation.
***Based on pro forma financials filed in 8-K dated March 9, 2016



OIP Program and Margin Expansion
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§ OIP Program to achieve cumulative annualized cost reductions of $325m exit rate in 2017  
§ 80%+ of benefits relate to S&B savings from role transfers to lower cost locations and role 

eliminations. Execution has been very programmatic and disciplined.
§ ~1800 roles have been moved to lower cost locations
§ 233K square feet of real estate exited
§ Global IT spend rationalization

§ To date, savings have largely been offset by reinvestment activity focused on delivering 
short and long term competitive advantage.  Limited net value evident to date. 

§ 2017 OIP savings, plus merger synergies, plus segment operating discipline are the key 
levers to achieving the ~250 bp of targeted Adjusted EBITDA margin* enhancement by 
the end of 2018
§ Going forward, we anticipate reinvestments will be very limited, tightly controlled, 

and prioritized against  both existing costs and our margin commitment
§ Operating Committee incentive compensation focusing on driving operating income 

growth to targeted levels

OIP 2014 2015 2016E 2017E

Cumulative 
annualized savings

$36m $157m $230m $325m

Cumulative costs at 
year end

$36m $163m $300m $440m
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*See note in appendix regarding non-GAAP financial goals.



Integration Savings
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Key Savings Buckets Savings
Corporate function overlap and efficiency $40m - $55m

Real Estate $30m - $35m

IT $30m – $35m

Total $100 - $125m

Key Levers Timing
Duplicate positions 2016 / 2017

Rationalize 140 offices and reduce square footage in 
these locations by 27 square foot per person Thru 2018

Rationalize Technology storage and infrastructure Thru 2018

Build Global Enterprise Procurement delivery savings Thru 2018

Build Finance/HR Technology Thru 2018

Estimated Costs to Achieve
2016 $150m to $175m

2017 / 2018 ~ $100m each year



Free Cash Flow
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$807 
~ $875 

 $-

 $200

 $400

 $600

 $800

 $1,000

2015 2016E

Cash Flow from 
Operations

$592 
~ $650 

 $-

 $200

 $400

 $600

 $800

2015 2016E

Free Cash Flow*

~ +8.5%

~ +10%

Cash Flow Drivers
§ Solid growth in cash flow from operations
§ Continued improvement in cost management
§ Tax synergies

Free Cash Flow Levers
§ Restructuring and integration
§ Capital expenditure discipline (2% to 3%)
§ Working capital
§ CY16E - pension payments $150m to $200m 

Free Cash Flow targeted at $1.3 billion to $1.4 billion upon exit of Integration in 2018

*Non-GAAP financial measure. See appendix for definition and reconciliation.



Return of Capital
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Dividends
§ CY16 three quarterly dividend payments, subsequent 

years will have four quarterly payments 
§ CY16 quarterly dividend of $0.48 per share
§ Expect to maintain payout ratio of 25%

Opportunistic Share Repurchases & M&A
§ $300M total CY16 repurchases forecasted
§ CY17 buybacks discussion forthcoming with the Board
§ Excess capital will be used for repurchases or M&A

Balance Sheet Management Goals
§ Maintain investment grade debt rating
§ Threshold of 3.5 debt to EBITDA Moody’s ratio
§ Debt capacity grows with EBITDA 
§ Balance Sheet cash largely absorbed by:
§ Captive Insurance Companies
§ Statutory Capital Requirements
§ International Working Capital
§ Seasonal build-up

Return of Capital Breakout

Net Debt Payments Share Repurchases Dividends



Getting the most out of our current debt capacity
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Moody’s credit rating 
currently elevated due 
primarily to the inclusion 
of restructuring and 
integration costs

As EBITDA grows and 
these one-time costs 
roll off over next 2-3 
years, additional debt 
capacity will become 
available

§ Moody’s requires we stay near 3.5x Debt/EBITDA on their adjusted methodology to remain 
investment grade

§ Willis Towers Watson will maximize the cash available for deployment under this limit

Moody’s 
Leverage Ratio

~2.5x

~4.0x

~1.5x

Gross Debt / LTM 
Adj. EBITDA

2016

Moody’s 
Leverage Ratio

~2.5x

~3.5x

~1.0x

Gross Debt / LTM 
Adj. EBITDA

2019



Key Takeaways
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§ A leading global advisory, broking and solutions company
§ Notable brand recognition
§ Deep, long-standing relationships with many of the world’s 

largest corporations 
§ Stable recurring revenue base
§ Strong financial history and well positioned for sustained growth 

and profitability through increased market share, organic growth, 
M&A and innovation

§ Depth of leadership with operating margin discipline
§ Driving shareholder value through enhancing growth dynamics, 

strong cash flows, business stability and cost productivity



Appendix
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Willis Towers Watson Non-GAAP Measures
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In order to assist readers of our condensed consolidated financial statements in understanding the core operating results that Willis Towers Watson’s 
management uses to evaluate the business and for financial planning, we present non-GAAP measures.  Willis Towers Watson’s management began using 
the following measures from the effective date of the Merger: (1) Adjusted Revenues, (2) Constant Currency Change, (3) Organic Change, (4) Adjusted 
Operating Income, (5) Adjusted EBITDA, (6) Adjusted Net Income, (7) Adjusted Diluted Earnings Per Share, (8) Adjusted Income Before Taxes, (9) Adjusted 
Income Taxes/Rate and (10) Free Cash Flow. The Company believes these measures are relevant and provide useful information widely used by analysts, 
investors and other interested parties in our industry to provide a baseline for evaluating and comparing our operating and liquidity results.

These measures are different than those reported in our Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2015 and filed with the SEC on February 29, 2016; and 
from those reported in our 8-K filed with the SEC on March 10, 2016. Historical non-GAAP measures have been recalculated using Management’s new 
metrics and are not necessarily the same figures reported in our previous filings.

Willis Towers Watson evaluates revenue on an as reported, adjusted, constant currency and organic basis. Willis Towers Watson believes providing adjusted, 
constant currency and organic information provides valuable supplemental information regarding our comparable results, consistent with how Willis Towers 
Watson evaluates its performance internally.

Willis Towers Watson considers Adjusted Revenues, Adjusted Operating Income, Adjusted EBITDA, Adjusted Net Income, Adjusted Diluted Earnings Per 
Share, Adjusted Income before taxes, Adjusted Income Taxes/Rate and Free Cash Flow to be important financial measures, which are used to internally 
evaluate and assess our core operations and to benchmark our operating and liquidity results against our competitors. These non-GAAP measures are 
important in illustrating what Willis Towers Watson’s comparable operating and liquidity results would have been had Willis Towers Watson not incurred 
acquisition-related and non-recurring items. Willis Towers Watson’s non-GAAP measures and their accompanying definitions are presented as follows:

Adjusted Revenues – represents comparable period-over-period comparisons of revenues by excluding the impact of purchase accounting rules and is 
defined as: Total Revenues adjusted for the fair value adjustment for deferred revenue that would otherwise have been recognized but for the purchase 
accounting treatment of these transactions. U.S. GAAP accounting requires the elimination of this revenue.

Constant Currency Change - represents the year over year change in revenues excluding the impact of foreign currency fluctuations. To calculate this 
impact, the prior year local currency results are first translated using the current year monthly average exchange rates. The change is calculated by comparing 
the adjusted prior year revenues to the current year as reported revenues for the same period. We believe constant currency measures provide useful 
information to investors because they provide transparency to performance by excluding the effect that foreign currency exchange rate fluctuations have on 
period-over-period comparability given volatility in foreign currency exchange markets

Organic Change - excludes both the impact of fluctuations in foreign currency exchange rates, as described above, as well as the period-over-period impact 
of acquisitions and divestitures. We believe that excluding acquisition related items from our U.S. GAAP financial measures provides useful supplemental 
information to our investors, and it is important in illustrating what our core operating results would have been had we not incurred these acquisition-related 
items, since the nature, size and number of acquisitions can vary from period to period.

.
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Willis Towers Watson Non-GAAP Measures (continued)
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Adjusted Operating Income – Income from operations adjusted for amortization, integration expenses, the fair value adjustment for deferred revenue, 
restructuring costs and non-recurring items that, in management’s judgment, significantly affect the period-over-period assessment of operating results.

Adjusted EBITDA - Net Income adjusted for provision for income taxes, interest expense, depreciation and amortization, restructuring costs, integration expenses, 
the fair value adjustment for deferred revenue, gain on disposal of operations and non-recurring items that, in management’s judgment, significantly affect the 
period-over-period assessment of operating results.

Adjusted Net Income - Net Income attributable to Willis Towers Watson adjusted for amortization, restructuring costs, integration expenses, the fair value 
adjustment for deferred revenue, gain on disposal of operations, non-recurring items that, in management’s judgment, significantly affect the period-over-period 
assessment of operating results and the tax effect on these items. This measure is used solely for the purpose of calculating adjusted diluted earnings per share
Adjusted Diluted Earnings Per Share - Adjusted Net Income divided by the weighted average shares of common stock, diluted.

Adjusted Income before taxes – Income from Operations before income taxes and interest in earnings of associates adjusted for amortization, integration 
expenses, the fair value adjustment for deferred revenue, restructuring costs and non-recurring items that, in management’s judgment, significantly affect the 
period-over-period assessment of operating results. Adjusted income before taxes is used solely for the purpose of calculating the adjusted tax rate.

Adjusted Income Taxes/Rate – Provision for income taxes adjusted for taxes on certain items of amortization, restructuring costs, integration expenses, the fair 
value adjustment for deferred revenue, gain on disposal of operations and non-recurring items that, in management’s judgment, significantly affect the period-over-
period assessment of operating results. Adjusted income taxes is used solely for the purpose of calculating the adjusted tax rate.

Free Cash Flow- Cash Flows from Operating Activities less cash used to purchase fixed assets and software for internal use. Free Cash Flow is a liquidity 
measure and is not meant to represent residual cash flow available for discretionary expenditures.

These non-GAAP measures are not defined in the same manner by all companies and may not be comparable to other similarly titled measures of other 
companies. Non-GAAP measures should be considered in addition to, and not as a substitute for, the information contained within Willis Towers Watson’s financial 
statements.

Reconciliations of these measures are included with the following exception.
The company does not reconcile its forward looking non-GAAP financial goals, Adjusted EBITDA and Adjusted EPS, to the corresponding GAAP measures 
because, due to variability and difficulty in making accurate forecasts and projections and/or certain information not being ascertainable or accessible, not all of the 
information, such as provision for income taxes, integration costs, and restructuring costs, necessary for a quantitative reconciliation of these forward-looking non-
GAAP financial goals to the most directly comparable GAAP financial measure is available to the Company without unreasonable efforts. The company provides 
non-GAAP financial goals that it believes will be achieved, however it cannot accurately predict all the components of the adjusted calculation.
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Willis Towers Watson Reconciliation of Non-GAAP measure
Free Cash Flow (Unaudited)
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2015 Pro forma 2016E

Cash Flows from Operating Activities $807 ~$875
Cash Flows used in Investing Activities ($1,231) NA

Cash Flows from Financing Activities $264 NA

Free Cash Flow 2015 Pro forma 2016E

Cash Flows from Operating Activities $807 ~$875
Less: Additions to fixed assets and software 

for internal use 215 ~ 225

Free Cash Flow $592 ~$650

A summary of cash flows from operating, investing and financing activities, along with a 
reconciliation of cash flows from operating activities to Free Cash Flow is as follows:
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Willis Towers Watson Guidance
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Calendar Year 2016

§ U.S. GAAP Reported Revenue growth expected to be around 7%
§ Adjusted Revenue growth expected to be around 8%
§ Constant Currency Revenue growth expected to be around 10%
§ Organic Revenue growth expected to be in the 2% to 3% range
§ U.S. GAAP Operating margin expected to be around 8%
§ Adjusted Operating margin expected to be around 20%
§ U.S. GAAP Income Tax rate expected to be in the 10% to 11% range
§ Adjusted Income tax rate expected to be in the 23% to 24% range
§ U.S. GAAP Net Income margin expected to be in the 4% to 5% range
§ Adjusted EBITDA margin expected to be in the 22% to 23% range
§ U.S. GAAP Diluted EPS expected to be within range of $2.48 to $2.68
§ Adjusted Diluted EPS expected to be within the range of $7.60 to $ 7.80
§ Diluted shares outstanding of approximately 138 million
§ Guidance assumes average exchange rates of £1.00 = $1.38, €1.00 = $1.11, C$1.00 = $0.76
§ Non-GAAP guidance includes a fair value adjustment for deferred revenue of $58 million, as these revenues are 

not reflected in the U.S. GAAP measures
§ Total Company revenue guidance is based on total revenue; non-GAAP revenue guidance includes a fair value 

adjustment for deferred revenue of $58 million
§ Guidance excludes any potential impact of ongoing tax examinations, transaction, integration or restructuring 

related items and other non-recurring items
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Willis Towers Watson Segment Guidance
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Calendar Year 2016
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*Guidance includes a fair value adjustment for deferred revenue of $58 million, as these revenues are not reflected in the U.S. GAAP measures

WTW Segment Reported 
C&F* Growth 

Constant 
Currency  

C&F* Growth

Organic 
C&F* Growth

Operating 
Margin**

Human Capital & Benefits low-to-mid-
single digit mid-single digit low-single digit low-20%

Corporate Risk & Broking low-teens low-to-mid teens low-single digit around 20%

Investment, Risk & 
Reinsurance

flat-to-low-
single digit

low-to-mid-single
digit

low-single digit 
decline around 20%

Exchange Solutions around-30% around-30% high-20% mid-teens

*Commissions and Fees (“C&F”)
**Operating margin based on Total Revenues



Willis Towers Watson Non-GAAP Reconciliations
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CY16 Revenue Guidance
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CY16 Reported Revenue to Constant Currency and Organic 
Expected Revenue growth rates

U.S. GAAP Reported Growth around 7%

Deferred Revenue* around 1%

Adjusted Revenue Growth around 8%

Currency Impact around 2% decline

Constant Currency Growth around 10%

Acquisitions/Divestitures mid-to-high-single digit

Organic Growth 2% to 3%

*Guidance includes a fair value adjustment for deferred revenue of $58 million, as these revenues are not reflected in the U.S. GAAP measures.



Willis Towers Watson Non-GAAP Reconciliations
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CY16 Adjusted Operating Margin Guidance
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CY16 Operating Margin to Adjusted Operating Margin

Expected U.S. GAAP Operating Margin around 8%

Adjusted for:

Amortization ~7%

Integration and Transaction Expenses ~1.5%

Deferred Revenue* ~1%

Restructuring Costs ~2%

Stanford Litigation Provision ~0.5%

Expected Adjusted Operating Margin around 20%

*Guidance includes a fair value adjustment for deferred revenue of $58 million, as these revenues are not reflected in the U.S. GAAP measures.



Willis Towers Watson Non-GAAP Reconciliations
CY16 Adjusted Income Tax Rate Guidance
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*Guidance includes a fair value adjustment for deferred revenue of $58 million, as these revenues are not reflected in the U.S. GAAP measures.

§ U.S. GAAP Income Tax rate is expected to be in the 10% to 11% range
§ Included in the U.S. GAAP Income Tax rate are income tax benefits on adjusting 

items for amortization, integration and transaction expenses, non-recurring 
deferred revenue, restructuring costs, Stanford litigation provision and gain on 
disposal of operations. The Income tax rate on these adjusting items is expected 
to be around 28%.
§ Excluding these adjusting items the Adjusted Income tax rate is expected to be in 

the 23% to 24% range
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Willis Towers Watson Non-GAAP Reconciliations
CY16 Adjusted EBITDA Margin Guidance

*Based on adjusted revenue growth expectation of around 8%
**Guidance includes a fair value adjustment for deferred revenue of $58 million, as these revenues are not reflected in the U.S. GAAP 
measures.
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CY16 Net Income Margin to Adjusted EBITDA Margin ~USD $B*

Expected U.S. GAAP Net Income Margin 4% to 5% ~$0.35

Interest Expense ~3% ~0.2
Provision for Income Taxes ~0.5% ~0.0

Depreciation ~2.5% ~0.2
Amortization ~7% ~0.6
EBITDA Margin as expected 17% to 18% ~$1.4

Adjusted for:

Integration and Transaction Expenses ~1.5% ~0.1
Deferred Revenue** ~1% ~0.1
Restructuring Costs ~2% ~0.2

Stanford Litigation Provision ~0.5% ~0.0
Expected Adjusted EBITDA Margin 22% to 23% ~$1.8



Willis Towers Watson Non-GAAP Reconciliations
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CY16 Adjusted Diluted EPS Guidance
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CY16 Adjusted Diluted EPS Guidance

Expected U.S. GAAP Diluted EPS $2.48 - $2.68
Adjusted for:

Amortization $4.19 - $4.24

Integration and Transaction Expenses $1.02 - $1.07

Deferred Revenue(i) ~$0.42

Restructuring Costs $1.16 - $1.22

Stanford Litigation Provision ~$0.36

Gain on disposal of operations ~($0.02)

Tax effect on items listed above(ii) ($2.01) – ($2.17)

Expected Adjusted Diluted EPS $7.60 - $7.80

Diluted Shares Outstanding ~138M
(i) Guidance includes a fair value adjustment for deferred revenue of $58 million, as these revenues are not reflected in the U.S. GAAP 

measures.
(ii) In the second quarter of 2016 Willis Towers Watson changed the manner in which adjusted items are presented in the reconciliation of 

Adjusted Diluted EPS. This change resulted in adjusted items being presented on a pretax basis and the related tax impacts on adjusted 
items being aggregated into a separate line item. 



Willis Towers Watson Non-GAAP Reconciliations
CY16 Revenue Guidance
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CY16 Reported Revenue to Constant Currency and Organic 
Expected Revenue growth rates

U.S. GAAP Reported Growth around 7%

Deferred Revenue* around 1%

Adjusted Revenue Growth around 8%

Currency Impact around 2% decline

Constant Currency Growth around 10%

Acquisitions/Divestitures mid-to-high-single digit

Organic Growth 2% to 3%

*Guidance includes a fair value adjustment for deferred revenue of $58 million, as these revenues are not reflected in the U.S. GAAP measures.
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Willis Towers Watson Non-GAAP Reconciliations
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Organic Revenue Growth

Adjusted EBITDA Margin Adjusted Operating Margin
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USD $M

USD $MUSD $M



Willis Towers Watson Non-GAAP Reconciliations
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Adjusted EBITDA Margin
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Based on pro forma financials filed in 8-K dated March 9, 2016


